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Certified to meet the world standard JIS4
splashproof level. Being defined as having
no harmful influence by receiving a splash of
water from any direction.

 

Important
Public
Notice 

Atlantis 250

VHF Marine Radio

Designed and Engineered in Japan

Ergonomic and Rugged Design

5 Watts Maximum TX Output Power

Splashproof

Backlit LCD Display and Keypad

Triple Watch Mode

One Touch Emergency Channel 16

Memory Scan

Auto Battery Save

Keypad

Includes: 
- 1 x Cradle and Mounting Screws
- 1 x NiMH Rechargeable Battery Pack
- 1 x Alkaline Battery Case 
- 1 x AC Adaptor 
- 1 x Cigarette Lighter Charger 
- 1 x Belt Clip 
- 1 x Wrist Strap

Operating Time: 12hrs

 

 

This splashproof VHF Marine handheld unit is ideal for mobile marine
communication. It is fully splashproof and Certified to meet the world
standard JIS4 splashproof level. The portable two-way radio is compact
and lightweight and fits easily into the palm of your hand when you are
on your boat.
 
You are able to switch between 1 watt output, to preserve the life of the
battery and 5 watt output, which provides maximum transmission
power. The Large LCD Display and Keypad is backlit for easy viewing
at night or in low light situations. The Atlantis 250 is also equipped with
Triple Watch Mode which monitors Channel 16 and Channel 9
simultaneously for a signal while at the same time allowing you to listen
to the selected channel. It also has One Touch Emergency Channel 16
allowing you at the touch of a button you have access to emergency
channel 16 or channel 9. 
 
Designed in Japan to offer outstanding performance in virtually all
conditions and situations. Unidens Atlantis 250 is durable enough to
take anywhere and ideal for boating, marine, fisherman, commercial
Use, recreational fishing and so much more. With extended range and
crystal clear sound, the Atlantis 250 is the ultimate in marine
communications.

Suggested Retail: $199.00

Key Features

Additional Features:

* Range may vary depending on environmental and/or topographical conditions
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